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IgE antibodies may be protective in parasite immu-
nity, but their aberrant production can lead to allergic
disease and life-threatening anaphylaxis. Despite
the importance of IgE regulation, few studies have
directly examined the B cells that express IgE,
because these cells are rare and difficult to detect.
Here, we describe fluorescent IgE reporter mice and
validate a flow cytometry procedure to allow sensi-
tive and specific identification of IgE-expressing B
cells in vivo. Similar to IgG1+ cells, IgE+ B cells differ-
entiated into germinal center (GC) B cells and plasma
cells (PCs) during primary immune responses to a
T cell-dependent hapten-protein conjugate and the
helminth Nippostrongylus brasiliensis. However, the
participation of IgE+ B cells in GCs was transient.
IgE+ B cells had an atypical propensity to upregulate
the transcription factor Blimp-1 and undergo PC
differentiation. Most IgE+ PCs were short lived
and showed reduced affinity maturation, revealing
intrinsic mechanisms that restrict the IgE antibody
response.
INTRODUCTION
One of the first insights into the existence of IgE antibodies was
in 1921, when Prausnitz reported that Ku¨stner’s allergy to fish
could be transferred by the injection of his serum into a normal
person’s skin. However, despite extensive research, the short
half-life and low abundance of IgE masked its molecular identity
until it was finally isolated in the late 1960s (Stanworth, 1993).
Today, many properties of IgE remain elusive. In particular,
little is known about the B cells that undergo class switch
recombination to IgE and their terminal differentiation into IgE-
secreting plasma cells (PCs; we use the term ‘‘plasma cells’’
broadly throughout to refer to all antibody-secreting cells, in-
cluding plasmablasts). As with serum IgE, the IgE-expressing
B cells are extremely rare under physiological conditions. Detec-tion of IgE-expressing B cells by antibody staining techniques is
notoriously unreliable, because a number of other cells capture
secreted IgE on their surface (Katona et al., 1983). For example,
mast cells and basophils bind secreted IgE with a high-affinity Fc
receptor, FcεRI (Kraft and Kinet, 2007). In addition, B cells and
germinal center (GC) follicular dendritic cells bind secreted IgE
with a lower affinity Fc receptor, CD23 (FcεRII) (Geha et al.,
2003;Maeda et al., 1992). Because of these technical difficulties,
most studies of IgE-expressing B cells to date have been per-
formed in vitro or through indirect assessments in vivo, such
as the measurement of changes in serum IgE or the detection
of IgE-related transcripts by PCR.
These approaches have identified many of the molecular
requirements for class switch recombination to IgE. The germline
transcription of IgE, which is a prerequisite to IgE class switch
recombination, appears to be a key point of regulation by cyto-
kines and transcription factors (Geha et al., 2003). The most
important positive regulator of IgE class switch recombination
is the cytokine IL-4, primarily derived from T cells (Finkelman
et al., 1990). The other major immunoglobulin isotype induced
in mice by IL-4 is IgG1. However, although the in vivo phenotype
and localization of IgG1-expressing B cells in mice have been
extensively characterized, much less is known about IgE-
expressing B cells.
A recent study provided one of the first glimpses into IgE-
expressing B cells in mice by flow cytometry and immuno-
fluorescence microscopy (Erazo et al., 2007). IgE+ B cells were
reported to be excluded from GCs, an important site for the
generation of memory B cells and long-lived PCs expressing
high-affinity antibodies (McHeyzer-Williams and McHeyzer-
Williams, 2005; Tarlinton and Smith, 2000). IgE+ cells instead
appeared to have a PC phenotype, yet some evidence of
affinity maturation was obtained. Germline IgE and postswitch
IgE transcripts could also be detected in sorted GC B cells, sug-
gesting that class switch recombination to IgE was occurring
inside the GC, but no IgE+ GC intermediate could be identified.
In order to reconcile these findings, an unusual maturation
program was proposed, in which IgG1+ GC B cells switch to
IgE and simultaneously differentiate into PCs.
This reported pathway for the maturation of IgE+ B cells differs
from a classical model of early B cell differentiation. Elegant
studies nearly two decades ago found that in T cell-dependentImmunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 857
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsimmune responses, early activated B cells differentiate into
disparate fates: GC B cells versus PCs that are generated
outside of GCs (Vinuesa et al., 2010). These early PCs have
a short lifespan, providing an initial wave of low-affinity antibody.
In contrast, GC-derived PCs that emerge later in the response
migrate to the bone marrow (BM) and have a long lifespan,
resulting in the sustained production of high-affinity antibody
(McHeyzer-Williams and McHeyzer-Williams, 2005; Tarlinton
and Smith, 2000).
Here, we report the generation of a fluorescent reporter mouse
strain to track IgE-expressing B cells in vivo. In reporter mice,
IgE+ B cells appeared with similar kinetics to IgG1+ B cells and
initially differentiated into both GC B cells and PCs, consistent
with the classical model of early B cell differentiation. We
confirmed this finding in wild-type mice with an intracellular
flow cytometry staining technique. As the immune response
progressed, however, IgE+ B cells declined within the GC. IgE+
PCs also showed reduced evidence of affinity maturation
compared with IgG1+ PCs. IgE+ B cells were more likely than
IgG1+ B cells to upregulate Blimp-1 and showed a bias toward
differentiation into short-lived PCs. This bias limited the
frequency of IgE+ B cells within the GC and contributed to the
apoptosis of themajority of IgE-expressing cells, thus restraining
the overall IgE response.
RESULTS
Generation and Characterization of Verigem IgE
Reporter Mice
We sought to generate a bright fluorescent reporter with high
fidelity to endogenous IgE expression. We linked the final (M2)
exon of membrane IgE to Venus, a brighter derivative of yellow
fluorescent protein (Nagai et al., 2002), with a viral 2A peptide
sequence (de Felipe et al., 2006) that enables the expression
of two proteins from a single open reading frame (see the
Supplemental Information and Figure S1 available online).
We chose the 2A peptide strategy because the translation of
the second protein is dependent on the complete translation
of the first protein, resulting in tightly correlated expression,
unlike IRES elements in which the translation of the two proteins
is initiated independently. The 2A peptide strategy has been
successfully applied to the coexpression of a range of proteins,
including immunoglobulin heavy and light chain genes (de Felipe
et al., 2006). In our construct design, we did not introduce any
exogenous polyadenylation signals and instead left the endoge-
nous IgE 30 untranslated region intact, because this region
contains atypical polyadenylation signal hexamers that have
been shown to limit membrane IgE expression (Anand et al.,
1997; Karnowski et al., 2006). We subsequently refer to this
reporter as Verigem (Venus reporter for IgE membrane form).
We first tested the fidelity of Verigem in reporting IgE expres-
sion by stimulating B cells in vitro with CD40 antibody and IL-4,
which together promote a high rate of class switch recombination
to IgE or IgG1. Venus fluorescence appeared bright, specific,
and tightly correlated with IgE antibody staining (Figure 1A).
Thus, Verigem serves as a high-fidelity reporter of IgE in vitro.
We next tested Verigem fidelity in vivo by immunizing mice
with a T cell-dependent antigen, 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenylacetyl
conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin (NP-KLH), adminis-858 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.tered subcutaneously in alum adjuvant, which induces a robust
primary immune response. In draining lymph nodes (LNs), IgE-
expressing B cells (Venus+) were very rare. Nevertheless, Venus+
cells could be reliably detected 8 days after immunization
and resolved into two subsets: Venuslo and Venushi (Figure 1B).
We compared these subsets with IgG1+ cells detected by a
combination of cell surface and intracellular antibody staining
(hereafter referred to as ‘‘total’’ IgG1 staining). This approach
facilitated the detection of IgG1+ PCs, which contain abundant
intracellular IgG1 but have reduced surface IgG1 expression.
The majority of Venuslo and total IgG1lo cells were B220hi, Syn-
decan-1 (CD138)–, and stained brightly with the lectin peanut
agglutinin (PNAhi), typical of GC B cells (Figure 1B). In contrast,
the majority of Venushi and total IgG1hi cells were B220lo,
CD138+, and PNAlo, typical of PCs (Figure 1B).
The detection of Venuslo cells with GC B cell markers was
surprising; a previous study concluded that IgE+ B cells are
excluded from GCs (Erazo et al., 2007). The detection of PCs
with high amounts of Venus fluorescence was also unexpected,
given that the Verigem reporter is linked to membrane IgE, and
typically membrane immunoglobulin is downregulated in PCs.
To confirm the relationship between membrane IgE expression
and Venus fluorescence in vivo, we measured surface IgE
abundance by flow cytometry with an IgE antibody. We found
that Venuslo GC B cells expressed low amounts of surface
membrane IgE whereas Venushi PCs expressed high amounts
of surface membrane IgE (Figure 1C). These data verify that
Venus fluorescence is linked tomembrane IgE expression in vivo.
Taken together, these findings confirm that Verigem serves as
a reliable reporter of membrane IgE and indicate that IgE-
expressing B cells with GC B and PC markers appear after
primary immunization, with low versus high amounts of mem-
brane IgE expression, respectively.
Detection of IgE+ GC B Cells in Wild-Type Mice
Our analysis of Verigem reporter mice described above led to
the unanticipated findings that (1) a subset of IgE+ cells express
GC B cell markers and (2) IgE+ PCs upregulate membrane IgE,
so we wanted to confirm our results in wild-type mice. It seemed
plausible that an acid-wash method to stain surface IgE (Katona
et al., 1983) might lack sufficient sensitivity to detect the low
surface IgE expression that we observed in GC B cells, poten-
tially explaining why these cells were not detected in a previous
study (Erazo et al., 2007).We instead tested and optimized a flow
cytometry procedure with increased sensitivity based on the
concept of intracellular IgE staining (Ota et al., 2009). Technical
details of the procedure are described in the Experimental
Procedures. We reasoned that whereas non-IgE-expressing
cells would primarily bind secreted IgE on the cell surface, the
bona fide IgE-expressing cells would have a substantial fraction
of IgE located intracellularly within the organelles of the secretory
pathway. By blocking cell surface-bound IgE with an excess of
an unlabeled monoclonal antibody and then staining intracellular
IgE with a fluorescently labeled antibody of the same clone, we
could specifically detect IgE-expressing B cells.
The intracellular staining procedure was first validated in
immunized Verigem homozygous mice. We were able to detect
GC B cells that had low amounts of intracellular IgE staining
and these cells were also Venuslo (Figure S2A). We could also
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Figure 1. Characterization of Verigem IgE Reporter Mice
(A) Representative flow cytometry of blood B cells from homozygous Verigemmice (see also Figure S1), or a wild-type control, 4 days after in vitro stimulation with
anti-CD40 and IL-4. n = 3.
(B and C) Flow cytometry of cells from the draining LNs of homozygous Verigem mice 8 days after subcutaneous immunization with NP-KLH in alum adjuvant.
(B) Venus fluorescent cells and cells stained for total (cell surface + intracellular) IgG1 were resolved into two subsets by fluorescence intensity (left). The
expression of typical GC and PC markers for each subset is characterized on the right. Venuslo and IgG1lo cells are shown with gray lines whereas Venushi and
IgG1hi cells are shown with black lines. Data are concatenated from three mice and representative of at least three experiments.
(C) Venus fluorescence correlates with surface IgE antibody staining. n = 3.
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsdetect PCs that had high amounts of intracellular IgE staining
and these cells were Venushi. Reciprocal gating on Venus+ cells
gave a comparable distribution of intracellular IgE staining. The
close correspondence between intracellular IgE staining and
Venus fluorescence indicates that the intracellular staining
approach can be used to specifically detect IgE+ GC B cells
and PCs. However, we caution that outside of the gates depicted
in Figure S2A, B220lo cells with low intracellular IgE staining did
not express Venus. These cells were occasionally basophils, but
the majority were IgM+ or IgA+ PCs with very high amounts of
intracellular IgM or IgA that weakly cross-reacted with three
different rat anti-mouse IgE antibody clones that we tested
(data not shown). Therefore, low intracellular IgE cells can only
be reliably identified within the GC B cell gate as depicted.
When we applied this intracellular staining procedure to wild-
type mice, we could also readily detect GC B cells with low intra-cellular IgE and PCs with high intracellular IgE (Figure S2B).
Therefore, this approach confirms the presence of IgE+ B cells
with GC B cell markers in wild-type mice.
The intracellular staining procedure also allowed us to directly
compare IgE expression from the Verigem knockin allele versus
the wild-type allele. Whenwe combined surface IgE staining with
the intracellular IgE staining procedure by applying distinct anti-
body clones, we found that PCs expressed higher amounts of
surface IgE than did GC B cells, regardless of whether the IgE+
cells expressed the Verigem allele or the wild-type allele (Figures
2A and 2B). In contrast, IgG1+ PCs had reduced surface IgG1
staining compared with IgG1+ GC B cells, as expected (Figures
2A and 2B). Therefore, IgE+ cells are unusual in that PCs have
higher expression of membrane IgE than GC B cells.
Unexpectedly, IgE+ cells expressing the Verigem allele had
a 2- to 3-fold increase in the abundance of surface membraneImmunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 859
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Figure 2. Characterization of IgE+ versus IgG1+ GC B Cells and PCs
Draining LNs were analyzed 7 days after subcutaneous immunization with NP-KLH (A–C, E–F) or KLH (D) in alum adjuvant.
(A and B) Flow cytometry (A) and quantification (B) of surface and intracellular IgE versus IgG1 abundance in Verigem heterozygous mice. In these mice, because
of allelic exclusion, approximately half of B cells express the heavy chain allele carrying the Verigem knockin and the other half of B cells express the wild-type
allele. Cells were gated as in Figure S2. IgE+ cells identified by intracellular IgE staining were gated on cells that were Venus+ (filled circles) or Venus (open
circles), expressing the knockin versus wild-type alleles, respectively. Data were concatenated from three mice for the histograms in (A).
(C) Immunohistochemistry of cryostat sections from heterozygous Verigem mice. Venus was detected with a GFP antibody that cross-reacts with Venus.
The top panel shows a GC (PNA+) and a medullary cord (MC). The lower panel shows a GC follicular dendritic cell network (CD35+). The scale bars represent
100 mm.
(D) Flow cytometry of CXCR5 expression in heterozygous Verigem mice.
(E and F) Flow cytometry (E) and quantification (F) of YFP-BCL6 in Bcl6yfp reporter mice (filled circles) compared with wild-type mice (open circles).
Dots represent individual mice. Horizontal bars represent the geometric mean. FB, follicular B cells (B220hiPNAloFas–IgDhi). GC B cells were B220hiGL7+
CD38loIgDlo (A, B) or B220hiGL7+Fas+IgDlo (D) or B220hiPNAhiFas+IgDlo (E, F) and PCs were B220loCD138+CD38loIgDlo. GeoMFI, geometric mean fluorescence
intensity.
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ CellsIgE compared with IgE+ cells expressing the wild-type allele (Fig-
ure 2B). Conversely, secreted IgE was somewhat reduced, and
qPCR analysis showed an increase in the ratio of membrane
IgE to secreted IgE transcripts in cultured Verigem B cells
(data not shown). These data suggest that in IgE+ cells express-860 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.ing the Verigem allele, there is a small shift in splicing toward the
membrane form of IgE. However, the magnitude of this shift is
small compared with the 19- to 26-fold difference in surface
membrane IgE expression between IgE+ PCs and GC B cells.
In addition, the IgE+ GC B cells and PCs from Verigem versus
Immunity
In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellswild-type mice appeared phenotypically similar (data not
shown), suggesting that this small shift in splicing did not have
a strong effect on the differentiation or behavior of the cells.
We therefore conclude that both Verigem IgE reporter mice
and the intracellular IgE flow cytometry method can be useful
tools to study the biology of IgE-expressing B cells in vivo.
Whenever possible below, we attempted to corroborate the
findings between Verigem mice and intracellular IgE staining
of wild-type mice to ensure that our conclusions were not
affected by potential artifacts of either approach. Based on the
combination of these approaches, our findings above indicate
that subsets of IgE+ B cells express GC or PC markers, but
that membrane IgE expression is upregulated in IgE+ PCs
compared to IgE+ GC B cells, whereas membrane IgG1 expres-
sion is downregulated in IgG1+ PCs compared to IgG1+ GC B
cells.
IgE+ B Cells Are Present in GCs
To confirm that IgE+ B cells that expressed GC B cell markers
were physically localized within GC structures, we analyzed
draining LNs from immunized Verigem mice by immunohisto-
chemistry. We could readily detect Venuslo cells inside GCs
(PNA+) and within CD35 (complement receptor 1)+ GC follicular
dendritic cell networks (Figure 2C). Venushi PCs were visible
within nearby medullary cord regions (Figure 2C), where
numerous IgG1hi PCs localized in serial sections (data not
shown). We also examined the expression of CXCR5, a chemo-
kine receptor abundant on GC B cells but downregulated on
PCs (Radbruch et al., 2006). By flow cytometry, Venuslo cells
with GC markers expressed CXCR5 at a magnitude comparable
to IgG1+ GC B cells (Figure 2D). In contrast, Venushi and IgG1hi
cells with PC markers were both negative for CXCR5. To test
whether IgE+ GC B cells expressed the essential GC transcrip-
tion factor Bcl-6, we immunized recently described Bcl6yfp
reporter mice (Kitano et al., 2011) and measured YFP-BCL6
expression in IgE+ B cells identified by the intracellular staining
approach. Indeed, both IgE+ GC B cells and IgG1+ GC B cells
upregulated Bcl-6 compared with follicular B cells (Figures 2E
and 2F).
To further confirm the phenotype of Venushi and Venuslo cells,
we imaged the dynamics of the cells in draining LNs by two-
photon microscopy. Venushi cells were easily visualized in the
LN medulla where they had a rounded shape and moved
slowly (Movie S1), consistent with a PC phenotype (Allen et al.,
2007; Fooksman et al., 2010). A few Venushi cells that were
more motile were visible within cortical areas (data not shown),
probably corresponding to early plasmablasts (Fooksman
et al., 2010). Venuslo cells in GCs moved rapidly within the follic-
ular dendritic cell network (Movie S2) and changed shape exten-
sively, consistent with prior reports of GC B cell dynamics (Allen
et al., 2007; Hauser et al., 2007; Schwickert et al., 2007). Based
on the combination of two-photon microscopy, immunohisto-
chemistry, and flow cytometry data, we conclude that IgE-
expressing B cells are found in both GC and PC compartments.
Kinetics of IgE+ Cells in a Primary Immune Response
The emergence of IgE+ GC B cells and PCs was assessed by
flow cytometry of draining LNs from Verigem mice immunized
subcutaneously with NP-KLH. Venus+ cells and IgG1+ cells firstbegan appearing in small numbers above background 5 days
after immunization (Figure 3A). By 6 days after immunization,
both the Venus+ cells and the IgG1+ cells had rapidly expanded
and subpopulations with low and high fluorescence intensity
could be discriminated (Figure 3A), as we had previously
observed at day 8 (Figure 1B). We obtained similar results in
wild-type mice with intracellular IgE staining (data not shown).
Thus, B cells that underwent class switch recombination to IgE
or IgG1 appeared with comparable kinetics and rapidly differen-
tiated into both GC B cells and PCs.
However, at later time points, a striking difference between
IgE+ and IgG1+ cells emerged. Within the GC B cell population,
the frequency of IgE+ cells declined several fold, whereas the
frequency of IgG1+ cells gradually increased, from 6 to 17 days
after immunization (Figure 3B). Both IgE+ and IgG1+ PC numbers
within draining LNs declined from 6 days to 17 days after immu-
nization (Figure 3C), consistent with the short lifespan of early
PCs (Vinuesa et al., 2010).
To further consider the relationship between GC B cell and
PC numbers in the draining LNs, we plotted the ratio of PCs to
GC B cells (Figure 3D). Compared to IgG1+ cells, IgE+ cells
exhibited a higher ratio of PCs to GC B cells, which was most
profound at late time points. The ratio was relatively constant
over the time course for IgE+ cells, indicating that the decline in
IgE+ short-lived PCs occurred in parallel with a reduction in
IgE+ GC B cells. In contrast, the PC to GC B cell ratio sharply
declined over time for IgG1+ cells, as a result of the loss of
IgG1+ short-lived PCs, whereas the frequency of IgG1+ GC B
cells gradually increased. The combination of these kinetic
data indicated that IgE+ GC B cells and PCs were present only
transiently in draining LNs after primary immunization with NP-
KLH, whereas IgG1+ cells persisted specifically within GCs for
longer periods of time.
Kinetics of IgE+ B Cells after Helminth Infection
To determine whether these results applied more broadly, we
immunized mice with Nippostrongylus brasiliensis, a natural
helminth parasite of rats that causes an acute infection in mice
leading to a robust IgE response (Katona et al., 1983). After
subcutaneous injection, N. brasiliensis larvae migrate to the
lung followed by the intestines over several days before being
expelled (Ogilvie and Hockley, 1968). By flow cytometry of the
right posterior mediastinal LN, which drains the lung (Tilney,
1971), and themesenteric LNs, which drain the intestines (Tilney,
1971), we found that the appearance of IgE+ and IgG1+ cells after
N. brasiliensis infection occurred with somewhat delayed
kinetics compared with NP-KLH immunization (data not shown).
However, by 10 days after infection, we observed a robust
expansion of IgE+ and IgG1+ B cells within the mediastinal and
the mesenteric LNs, and both GC B cells and PCs of each
isotype could be detected (Figure S3A and data not shown).
At later time points, the fraction of GC B cells that was IgE+
decreased whereas the fraction that was IgG1+ increased
(Figure S3B). In addition, the ratio of PCs to GC B cells within
draining LNs modestly increased for IgE+ cells, whereas the
ratio sharply decreased for IgG1+ cells (Figure 3E). Overall, these
findings in N. brasiliensis-infected mice appeared strikingly
similar to the data obtained in mice immunized with NP-KLH,
suggesting that in general the IgE+ B cell response in drainingImmunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 861
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Figure 3. Kinetics of IgE+ versus IgG1+ Cells after
Primary Immunization
Mice were immunized subcutaneously with NP-KLH in
alum adjuvant (A–D) or infected with N. brasliensis (E).
(A) Flow cytometry of the draining LNs of heterozygous
Verigemmice. Data are representative of two experiments
with n = 3.
(B–D) Kinetic analysis of GCB cells and PCs in the draining
LNs of wild-type mice. Frequency of GC B cells that were
IgE+ and IgG1+ (B), numbers of IgE+ and IgG1+ PCs (C),
and the ratio of PCs to GCB cells (D). Data are pooled from
three (B) or two (C) experiments or representative of three
(D) experiments.
(E) The ratio of PCs to GC B cells in mediastinal LNs after
infection of mice with N. brasiliensis. See also Figure S3.
Dots represent individual mice. Horizontal bars represent
the median. GC B cells were B220hiCD138–PNAhiCD38lo
IgDlo and intracellular IgElo or total IgG1lo. PCs were
CD38loCD138+ and intracellular IgEhi or total IgG1hi. ***p =
0.0002, ****p < 0.0001 (Mann-Whitney U-test).
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ CellsLNs is relatively transient, whereas IgG1+ cells persist for longer
periods of time in GCs.
Lack of Antigen-Specific IgE+ PCs in BM
We also quantified IgE+ and IgG1+ PCs within the BM, a site
enriched in long-lived PCs derived from the GC. Because of
a high background of IgG1+ PCs in the BM of unimmunized
mice, we detected antigen-specific PCs responding to NP-KLH
immunization by flow cytometry after staining cells with fluores-
cently labeled NP (McHeyzer-Williams and McHeyzer-Williams,
2004). As expected, within LNs the number of NP-specific IgE+
and IgG1+ PCs peaked by 6–7 days after immunization and862 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.declined dramatically by 17 days after immuni-
zation (Figure 4A). In contrast, within the BM,
NP-specific IgG1+ PC numbers increased and
then reached a plateau from 6 to 17 days after
immunization, consistent with a long-lived PC
phenotype. Strikingly, even when analyzing
large numbers of BM cells (>1.5 3 107), we
could not detect any NP-specific IgE+ PCs (Fig-
ure 4A). When we analyzed NP-specific serum
IgE by ELISA, we found that the IgE antibody
response peaked at day 7 and declined by day
17 (Figure 4B), which mirrored the decline in
NP-specific IgE+ PCs in the draining LN with a
slight delay (Figure 4A). In contrast, NP-specific
serum IgG1 increased over the time course
(Figure 4B), probably reflecting the sustained
output of IgG1+ BM PCs. Taken together, these
data suggest that the majority of IgE+ PCs are
short-lived and reside in draining LNs after
subcutaneous immunization.
Affinity Maturation in IgE+ B Cells
The above findings indicate that unlike IgG1+ B
cells, IgE+ B cells do not persist in GCs and
show a reduced capacity to generate BM
long-lived PCs, which are thought to be GCderived. To gain further insight into the dynamics of IgE+ PCs
and GC B cells in LNs, we analyzed somatic hypermutation
and affinity maturation by sequencing VH186.2, which is the
predominant immunoglobulin heavy chain V gene expressed
by NP-binding B cells in C57BL/6 mice (Allen et al., 1988).
At an early time point, 7 days after immunization, we found
germline (unmutated) VH186.2 sequences in 91% of IgE+ PCs
and 91% of IgG1+ PCs (Figure 4C). In contrast, 38% of IgE+
GC B cells and 31% of IgG1+ GC B cells had germline
VH186.2 sequences, and some GC B cells had up to six
mutations. These findings are similar to classical studies that
concluded that early PCs develop independently from the GC
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Figure 4. Analysis of the NP-Specific IgE and IgG1 Response after Primary Immunization
Mice were immunized subcutaneously with NP-KLH in alum adjuvant.
(A) Flow cytometry quantification of antigen-specific (NP-binding) PCs from the draining LNs or BM of wild-type mice. Flow cytometry plots were concatenated
from five mice 17 days after immunization and shown are approximately 13 107 cells (LNs) or 1.73 107 cells (BM). BM numbers represent two femurs and tibias.
(B) ELISA of NP-specific serum IgE and IgG1 at the indicated time points. Note that the y axis scales are relative arbitrary units and are not comparable between
IgE and IgG1. n.d., not detected.
(C) Sequence analysis of VH186.2 amplified from single GC B cells or PCs from draining LNs of C57BL/6 mice. See also Figure S4. The numbers of mutations
compared with the germline sequence are shown on the outer edges of the circles. The pie chart is shaded to represent the fraction of cells with the indicated
number of mutations. # seq, number of sequences analyzed. W33/L, frequency of Trp33 to Leu mutations.
Dots represent individual mice. Horizontal bars represent the median (A) or the mean (B). GC B cells were B220hiCD138PNAhiCD38loIgDlo, total (surface +
intracellular) NP-binding, and intracellular IgElo or total IgG1lo. PCs were CD138+, total NP-binding, and intracellular IgEhi or total IgG1hi.
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cells(Vinuesa et al., 2010), and when considered together with our
above kinetic data, confirm that most early IgE PCs are not GC
derived. As expected, at this early time point none of the GC B
cells or PCs had the Trp33 to Leu mutation characteristic of
increased affinity for NP (Allen et al., 1988).
Because very few IgE+ GC B cells and PCs remained by
17 days after immunization, we characterized the mutationpattern and affinity maturation of VH186.2 at 14 days after
immunization. At a gross level, both GC B cell and PC subsets
of IgE+ and IgG1+ cells had substantially increased mutation
frequencies at day 14 compared with day 7 (Figure 4C). Replace-
ment to silent ratios were also higher in complementarity
determining regions versus framework regions, providing
evidence of selection (Figure S4). However, two features of theImmunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 863
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsday 14 sequence analysis were strikingly different between IgE+
PCs and IgG1+ PCs. First, the high-affinity mutation Trp33 to
Leu was detected in only 44% of IgE+ PCs, compared with
87% of IgG1+ PCs. Second, 23% of IgE+ PCs had germline
VH186.2 sequences, compared with 3% of IgG1+ PCs. In
contrast, the IgE+ B cells that remained in GCs had a somewhat
higher frequency (83%) of Trp33 to Leu mutations than IgG1+
GCB cells (63%) and both subsets had a 0% frequency of germ-
line VH186.2 sequences. These results suggest a disconnect
between the affinity maturation of IgE+ GC B cells and the IgE+
PC population at day 14. One possibility that could explain these
results is that the IgE+ PCs had emerged prematurely from the
GC at earlier time points without being selected on the basis of
affinity maturation. In contrast, our results with IgG1+ cells are
consistent with previous observations that the IgG1+ PCs that
emerge from the GC are those with the relatively highest affinity
(Phan et al., 2006; Smith et al., 1997). Taken together, our
sequence analyses at days 7 and 14 after immunization indicate
that IgE+ PCs, like IgG1+ PCs, are derived from both non-GC
andGCpathways, but that IgE+ PCs show reduced affinity matu-
ration compared with IgG1+ PCs.
Predisposition of IgE+ B Cells toward PC Differentiation
Our above findings suggested the possibility that IgE-switched B
cells may have an unusual propensity to differentiate into PCs.
We analyzed Verigem homozygous mice 8 days after immuniza-
tion with NP-KLH, in which we could reliably detect all IgE+ B
cells compared with IgG1+ B cells and determine the fraction
that had a PC phenotype (CD138+ and Venushi or total IgG1hi).
This analysis confirmed that indeed a larger fraction of IgE+ B
cells than IgG1+ B cells had differentiated into PCs (Figures 5A
and 5B).
We next considered whether these differences between IgE+
and IgG1+ B cells were evident in a simple in vitro assay,
removed from the complex extrinsic factors present in vivo.
Purified naive B cells from wild-type mice were stimulated with
anti-CD40 and IL-4 to induce class switch recombination and
then analyzed by flow cytometry. A much larger fraction of
IgE+ B cells than IgG1+ B cells differentiated into PCs based
on both the expression of CD138 and elevated amounts of intra-
cellular immunoglobulin (Figures 5C and 5D). Given that this
simplified in vitro system excluded antigen and accessory cell
interactions, the results suggest a cell-intrinsic bias of IgE+ B
cells toward PC differentiation.
Increased Expression of Blimp-1 in IgE+ B Cells
A likely possibility to explain the above findings is that the IgE B
cell receptor promotes increased PC differentiation. However,
the findings could also be explained by the converse, that
is, that the PC differentiation program promotes IgE-class
switching or enhanced IgE+ cell survival. To gain further insight
into the correlation between IgE-class switching and cell fate,
we tested the effect of deletion of Blimp-1, a key transcription
factor in PC differentiation (Shapiro-Shelef et al., 2003). Because
Blimp-1 has important roles in T cell as well as B cell differentia-
tion (Crotty et al., 2010), we bred mice with B cell conditional
deletion of the Prdm1 gene, which encodes Blimp-1, specifically
by pairing the Cd19Cre (Rickert et al., 1995) allele with the
Prdm1flox (Shapiro-Shelef et al., 2003) allele. We further864 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.combined these alleles with a Prdm1gfp allele (Kallies et al.,
2004), in which GFP serves as a faithful reporter of Blimp-1
gene expression but also disrupts the gene product, thereby
serving as a constitutive null allele.
When naive B cells from control Cd19+/+Prdm1flox/gfp mice
were stimulated in vitro with anti-CD40 and IL-4, we observed
Blimp-GFP expression in the majority of cells that switched to
IgE, but only in a small fraction of cells that switched to IgG1 (Fig-
ure 5E). As anticipated, the majority of GFP+ cells were also
CD138+, consistent with commitment to a PC fate. In contrast,
when B cells were stimulated in vitro from mice with conditional
deletion of Prdm1 in B cells (Cd19Cre/+Prdm1flox/gfp), CD138+
cells were nearly absent, as expected, because of the require-
ment for Blimp-1 in PC differentiation. Blimp-1 deficiency had
no apparent impact on IgE class switching in vitro (data not
shown). Interestingly, a substantial fraction of CD138 cells
that were IgE+, but not IgG1+, expressed GFP (Figures 5E and
5F). This result indicates that increased Prdm1 transcription
was occurring in some IgE+ cells even when they were deficient
in functional Blimp-1 protein. These GFP+CD138 cells may
correlate with a recently described ‘‘preplasmablast’’ phase of
B cell differentiation (Kallies et al., 2007). Thus, IgE-switched
B cells show a propensity to upregulate the expression of
Blimp-1 even when full PC differentiation is blocked by defi-
ciency in Blimp-1 protein.
However, an alternative explanation would be that the correla-
tion between IgE and Blimp-1 expression occurs because both
IgE switching and PC differentiation require further rounds of
cell division compared with IgG1 switching (Hasbold et al.,
1998, 2004). To test this possibility, we labeled naive cells with
a proliferation dye compatible with GFP, stimulated the cells
in vitro with anti-CD40 and IL-4, and then analyzed the frequency
of Blimp-GFP+ cells among IgE+ and IgG1+ cells that had under-
gone the same number of divisions. IgE+ cells first began to
appear in significant numbers after five cell divisions and
a much larger fraction of these cells were GFP+ compared with
IgG1+ cells that had also undergone five divisions (Figure S5).
Similar results were observed with cells from both control and
Blimp-1-deficient mice (Figure S5). The frequency of IgG1+ cells
that was GFP+ increased with each successive cycle, as ex-
pected from published data showing that cell division can lead
to increased PC differentiation in IgG1+ cells (Hasbold et al.,
2004). However, this correlation between cell division and
GFP expression was not observed in IgE+ cells, indicating that
factors other than cell division must account for the increased
Blimp-1 expression in IgE+ cells. Given that these observations
were made in the context of an in vitro assay with purified B
cells, the combined data would favor a model in which intrinsic
signaling events in IgE-switched B cells ultimately lead to
the upregulation of Blimp-1 expression and increased PC
differentiation.
Elevated PC Differentiation Limits IgE+ B Cell Numbers
in GCs
We considered whether increased Blimp-1 expression and PC
differentiation could contribute to the limited participation of
IgE+ B cells in GCs that we described above. We immunized
mice with conditional deletion of Blimp-1 in B cells and analyzed
the response 7 days later. These mice showed a general
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Figure 5. IgE+ B Cells Show a Bias toward PC Differentiation In Vivo and In Vitro
(A and B) Flow cytometry (A) and quantification (B) of PCs in the draining LNs of homozygous Verigem mice 8 days after subcutaneous immunization with
NP-KLH in alum adjuvant. Cells are pregated on IgD cells.
(C and D) Flow cytometry (C) and quantification (D) of purified splenic B cells from wild-type mice 5 days after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD40 and IL-4. Cells
are pregated on IgD cells.
(E and F) Flow cytometry (E) and quantification (F) of splenic B cells 4–5 days after in vitro stimulation with anti-CD40 and IL-4. Cells were gated on IgD isotype+
cells. See also Figure S5.
Data are representative of two (A, B) or at least three (C–E) experiments or are pooled from three experiments (F). Dots represent individual mice, and horizontal
bars represent the mean. **p < 0.01 (Mann-Whitney U-test).
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsincrease in the total number of GC B cells by approximately
2-fold compared with control mice (data not shown), consistent
with a previous report (Shapiro-Shelef et al., 2003). However,
within the GC B cell population, we observed a further 2- to
3-fold increase specifically in the fraction of cells that wereIgE+ (Figure 6A). Thus, Blimp-1 deficiency in B cells led to a
selective enrichment of IgE+ GC B cells compared with IgG1+
GC B cells. This result suggests that the increased PC differen-
tiation of IgE+ cells compared with IgG1+ cells has the functional
consequence of limiting IgE+ cell numbers in the GC.Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 865
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Figure 6. Blimp-1 Deficiency Causes a Cell-Intrinsic Increase in the Frequency of IgE+ GC B Cells
Draining LNs were analyzed by flow cytometry after subcutaneous immunization with NP-KLH in alum adjuvant.
(A) GC B cells in control (Cd19Cre/+Prdm1flox/+) and B cell conditional Blimp-1 knockout (Cd19Cre/+Prdm1flox/gfp) mice 7 days after immunization.
(B) Representative analysis of GC B cells in mixed chimeras 14 days after immunization (see also Figure S6). GC B cells were subdivided by isotype and then the
relative proportions of CD45.2+ versus CD45.1+ cells of each isotype were determined and compared with naive B cells.
(C) Ratio of CD45.2+ to CD45.1+ cells of the indicated isotype within the GC normalized by the ratio of CD45.2+ to CD45.1+ naive B cells as gated in (B). Dots
represent individual chimeras. Horizontal bars represent the mean. *p < 0.05, ***p% 0.001 (one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test on log2 transformed data).
n.s., not significant.
Data are representative of (A, B) or pooled from (C) three experiments. GC B cells were gated as B220hiPNAhiCD38loIgDlo cells. Naive B cells were
B220hiPNAloCD38hiIgDhi.
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ CellsIn order to rule out other possible explanations for these find-
ings, such as the reduced amounts of serum antibody (Shapiro-
Shelef et al., 2003) and elevated numbers of follicular helper
T cells (Pelletier et al., 2010) in Blimp-1-deficient mice, we tested
the intrinsic effect of Blimp-1 deletion on IgE+ GC B cell number.
We generated mixed BM chimeras in which Blimp-1-deficient
andwild-type B cells could be identified by the congenicmarkers
CD45.2 and CD45.1, respectively, by mixing 50% CD45.2
Cd19Cre/+Prdm1flox/gfp (or control Cd19Cre/+Prdm1+/+) BM with
50% CD45.1 wild-type BM and injecting irradiated CD45.1
wild-type recipients (Figure S6). Compared with control mixed
chimeras, in Blimp-1-deficient mixed chimeras, we observed
an increase in the fraction of total GC B cells that were IgE+
14 days after immunization (Figure 6B). Nearly all of these IgE+
GCBcells wereCD45.2+, and thusBlimp-1 deficient. In contrast,866 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.the fraction of total GC B cells that was IgG1+ was unchanged,
though therewas a smaller bias in favor of CD45.2 cells. To quan-
tify these observations, we plotted the ratio of CD45.2 to CD45.1
cells within the GC normalized by the ratio within the naive B cell
population (Figure 6C). This analysis showed an approximately
4-fold increase in the proportion of IgE+ GC B cells that were
Blimp-1 deficient compared with IgG1+ GC B cells. These data
confirm that, in a cell-intrinsic fashion, the increased propensity
of IgE+ B cells to upregulate Blimp-1 and undergo PC differenti-
ation contributes to the low frequency of IgE+ cells in GCs.
Cell Fate Determination Limits the Number
of IgE+ B Cells
The experiments described above indicated that compared with
IgG1+ B cells, IgE+ B cells were more likely to differentiate into
Immunity
In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ CellsPCs, thereby reducing the number of IgE+ GC B cells. Taken
together with our observations that antigen-specific IgE+ PCs
appeared only transiently in LNs and were not detectable in
BM, these findings raised the possibility that most B cells that
switch to IgE may ultimately differentiate into short-lived PCs
and undergo apoptosis. To test this possibility, we analyzed
the immune response to NP-KLH in Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic
mice, in which the lifespan of short-lived PCs is extended by
the transgenic expression of the antiapoptotic protein Bcl-2 in
all cells of the B cell lineage (Strasser et al., 1991). As expected,
the frequency of IgG1+ PCs did not decline and insteadmodestly
increased in draining LNs of Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic mice from 7
to 14 days after immunization, consistent with the rescue of
short-lived IgG1+ PCs from apoptosis (Figure 7A). Although
IgG1+ PC frequencies were roughly maintained, IgE+ PC
frequencies increased dramatically in Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic
mice from7 to 14 days after immunization. To quantify the impact
of the rescue of short-lived PCs from apoptosis, we calculated
the fold increase in PC number in Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic mice
14 days after immunization compared with wild-type mice
7 days after immunization. This analysis showed a 28-fold
increase in IgE+ PCs compared with only a 3-fold increase in
IgG1+ PCs (Figure 7B). ELISA analysis of serum also showed
a striking 41-fold increase in NP-specific serum IgE compared
with a 5.4-fold increase in NP-specific serum IgG1 in transgenic
versus wild-type mice at day 14 (Figure 7C). Additional analysis
of NP-specific PCs in transgenic mice revealed that IgE+
PCs were greatly enriched in LNs compared with the BM (Fig-
ure 7D), as had been previously observed in wild-type mice
(Figure 4A). Taken together, these findings indicate that prevent-
ing short-lived PC apoptosis results in a dramatic increase in
both the number of IgE+ PCs within LNs and the abundance of
NP-specific serum IgE, and these increases were almost an
order of magnitude higher than that for IgG1.
In addition to the extended survival of short-lived PCs, the total
number of GC B cells was also increased several fold in Em-
Bcl2-22 transgenic mice (data not shown), consistent with the
transgenic expression of Bcl-2 in GCs as previously described
(Strasser et al., 1991). Overall, however, the frequency of IgE+
B cells within the GC declined from 7 to 14 days after immuniza-
tion in transgenic mice, similar to wild-type mice (Figure 7E).
Thus, by 14 days after immunization, the majority of IgE+ cells
in Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic mice were PCs, whereas the majority
of IgG1+ cells were GC B cells (Figure 7F). When we considered
the effects of the prevention of apoptosis by Bcl-2 on overall
responding B cell numbers (GC B cells + PCs), we found that
transgenic mice had a 23.5-fold increase in the total number of
IgE+ B cells versus a 5.1-fold increase in the total number of
IgG1+ B cells from 7 to 14 days after immunization (Figure 7G).
This result, together with the findings above, suggests that in
wild-type mice, the bias of IgE+ B cells to differentiate into
short-lived PCs leads to a greater fraction of total IgE+ cells
undergoing apoptosis than total IgG1+ cells, thereby limiting
the overall duration andmagnitude of the IgE antibody response.
DISCUSSION
The findings we reported here characterized the population
dynamics of IgE-expressing B cells during primary immuneresponses and revealed that IgE+ B cells are restrained by
an intrinsic predisposition to a short-lived PC fate. Though
extremely rare, IgE+ B cells could be reliably detected in Verigem
reporter mice as well as in wild-typemice by specific intracellular
IgE staining. After hapten-carrier immunization or helminth
infection, IgE+ B cells were found to initially differentiate into
either GC-independent PCs or GC B cells, similar to IgG1+ cells.
However, unlike IgG1+ cells, IgE+ PCs expressed higher
amounts of surface BCR than IgE+ GC B cells. As the immune
response progressed, IgE+ GC B cells were able to undergo
affinity maturation but dramatically declined in frequency,
whereas IgE+ PCs had reduced affinity maturation compared
with IgG1+ PCs, suggesting an early GC exit. IgE+ B cells showed
elevated Blimp-1 expression and a cell-intrinsic predisposition
toward short-lived PC differentiation. This predisposition
reduced the participation of IgE+ B cells within the GC, limited
the overall number of IgE+ cells, and diminished the magnitude
of the IgE antibody response.
Our identification of IgE+ B cells in GCs contrasted with an
earlier study that concluded that IgE+ B cells are excluded
from this structure and present only in the PC compartment
(Erazo et al., 2007). The acid-wash method used to detect IgE+
cells in this study most probably lacked sufficient sensitivity to
resolve the low surface IgE expression we observed on IgE+
GC B cells and thus may have favored detection of the high
surface IgE expression on IgE+ PCs. In addition, because the
frequency of IgE+GCBcells declines over time, these cellsmight
easily be missed in analyses focused on later time points.
However, one of the main conclusions of Erazo et al. (2007)
was that IgE+ B cells are unusually predisposed to differentiate
into PCs, and our findings reported here strongly support this
major conclusion. We differ in the timing and mechanisms by
which IgE+ PCs arise, however. Erazo et al. (2007) proposed
an extremely rapid differentiation program from IgG1+ GC B
cells to IgE+ PCs without an IgE+ GC B cell intermediate. In
this model, class switching to IgE is linked to the differentiation
of IgG1+ GC B cells into PCs, because PC differentiation
coincides with exit from the GC environment that is rich in the
cytokine IL-21, which inhibits sequential class switching. We
instead suggest that early IgE+ PCs arise via a GC-independent
pathway whereas late IgE+ PCs arise through the differentiation
of IgE+ GC B cells. At each of these stages, our data favor a
model in which IgE+ B cells have a higher probability of PC
differentiation than IgG1+ B cells over time that is B cell intrinsic.
The specific signals that drive PC differentiation are incom-
pletely defined, although it is clear that this process involves
a change in the balance of key transcription factors including
the downregulation of Pax-5 and Bcl-6 as well as the induction
of IRF-4, Blimp-1, and XBP-1 (Nutt et al., 2011). Evidence has
been provided for some stochastic features that drive PC differ-
entiation, as well as influences by B cell receptor (BCR) affinity
for antigen, T cell help, and cellular localization within lymphoid
organs (Goodnow et al., 2010). We found that IgE+ B cells
showed an increased frequency of Blimp-1 expression and PC
differentiation in a simplified in vitro assay without correlation
with cell division and in the absence of antigen, accessory cell
interactions, or other extrinsic factors, suggesting a distinct
mechanism linking IgE to PC differentiation that has not yet
been identified. The simplest hypothesis to account for theseImmunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 867
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Figure 7. Rescue of Short-Lived PCs from Apoptosis Leads to an Increase in IgE+ Cell Number
Wild-type (‘‘WT’’) and Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic (‘‘Tg’’) mice were immunized subcutaneously with NP-KLH in alum.
(A) Flow cytometry showing intracellular IgEhi and IgG1hi PCs as a fraction of total draining LN cells.
(B) The fold increase in PC number in Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic mice 14 days after immunization compared with the geometric mean PC number in wild-type mice
7 days after immunization. Horizontal bars represent the median.
(C) ELISA of NP-specific serum IgE and IgG1 14 days after immunization. Note that the y axis scales are relative arbitrary units and are not comparable between
IgE and IgG1.
(D) Flow cytometry gated on NP-specific (total NP-binding) PCs in draining LNs versus BM 14 days after immunization of Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic mice.
(E) Flow cytometry of GC B cells in draining LNs.
(F) The ratio of PCs to GC B cells in draining LNs 14 days after immunization.
(G) The total number of IgE+ and IgG1+ cells in draining LNs 14 days after immunization. Total cell numbers were estimated as a sum of PC andGCBcell numbers.
Data are from two to three experiments with n = 4–9 per group. PCs were CD38loCD138+ and intracellular IgEhi or total IgG1hi. GC B cells were
B220hiCD138–GL7+Fas+IgDlo and intracellular IgElo or total IgG1lo. Dots represent individual mice. Horizontal bars represent themedian (B) or geometric mean (C,
F, G). **p < 0.01 (Mann-Whitney U-test).
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsfindings is that the IgE BCR itself provides the upstream signals
that lead to increased PCdifferentiation. For example, the unique
intracytoplasmic tail of membrane IgE may confer distinct signal
transduction compared with other isotypes (Achatz-Strauss-868 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.berger et al., 2008; Sato et al., 2007). However, because we
observed increased PC differentiation of IgE+ B cells cultured
in the absence of antigen, this would need to be a tonic signal.
Another interesting feature of IgE appears to be an unusual
Immunity
In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsregulation of surface IgE expression compared with other iso-
types, because IgE+ GC B cells had lower surface IgE than
IgE+ PCs. Other studies have established that membrane IgE
splicing and polyadenylation may be unusually regulated (Anand
et al., 1997; Karnowski et al., 2006). It seems plausible that the
expression and/or subcellular localization of membrane versus
secreted IgE may also affect cell fate determination. Resolving
these possibilities will be important in future studies.
Although the early differentiation steps remain undefined, our
data favor a model in which IgE expression ultimately leads to
a small increase in Blimp-1 expression. Because of the mutually
repressive action of the transcription factors controlling B cell
fate (Calame, 2008), even a small increase in Blimp-1 in IgE+ cells
could shift the balance in favor of sustained Blimp-1 expression,
leading to PC differentiation. This shift could operate continu-
ously throughout the immune response. Early IgE+ cells would
have an increased likelihood of differentiating into short-lived
PCs rather than GC B cells. At each round of selection within
the GC, IgE+ GC B cells would be more likely to differentiate
into PCs rather than to recycle within the GC. This gradual shift
toward PC differentiation would continuously deplete the popu-
lation of IgE+ cells from the GC.
Supporting this model, our data in Blimp-1-deficient mice and
mixed chimeras reveal that Blimp-1 is the primary target that
mediates the fate commitment of IgE+ cells. Specifically, IgE+
B cells that were deficient in Blimp-1 showed a selective, cell-
intrinsic increase in abundance within GCs, signifying elevated
differentiation to and/or maintenance of the GC B cell state
compared with IgG1+ cells. This finding suggests that B cells
that undergo changes characteristic of ‘‘preplasmablasts’’ in
the absence of Blimp-1 (Kallies et al., 2007) may retain a high
degree of plasticity in vivo and ultimately acquire, maintain, or
revert to a GC B cell phenotype.
An important implication of this model is that an increased
propensity for PC differentiation would limit the affinity matura-
tion of the IgE response. If IgE+ GC B cells prematurely differen-
tiate into PCs, this would both reduce the affinity of the PC pool
and diminish the size of the pool of IgE+ GC B cells capable of
continuing affinity maturation. Indeed, by analyzing VH186.2
sequences in NP-specific cells, we observed that IgE+ PCs
had only about half the frequency of high-affinity Trp33 to Leu
mutations comparedwith IgG1+ PCs 14 days after immunization.
At this time point, the majority of the IgE+ GC B cells had the
Trp33 to Leu mutation, but these cells had declined in number.
These cells might be capable of undergoing further affinity
maturation (Furukawa et al., 1999); however, we would predict
that as the frequency of IgE+ cells in GCs continues to decrease
during the primary immune response, their contribution to the
IgE+ PC response must get progressively smaller, thereby
limiting the potential affinity of serum IgE. It is interesting to
note that reduced evidence of antigen-driven selection in IgE
immunoglobulin heavy chain sequences was also reported in
human studies that directly compared IgE and IgG sequences
(Dahlke et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2011).
We do not exclude the possibility that in addition to increased
PC differentiation, other mechanisms could limit the fitness or
survival of IgE+ B cells in GCs, contributing to the decreased
frequency over time that we observed. It also remains unclear
why IgE+ B cells appear biased particularly toward a short-lived,rather than long-lived, PC fate. Our observations that an
increased fraction of IgE+ cells differentiate directly into PCs
rather than GC B cells early in the response, coupled with the
progressive reduction in IgE+ B cells within GCs, probably at
least partially account for the short lifespan, given that the
majority of long-lived PCs are thought to emerge from the GC
(Radbruch et al., 2006; Tarlinton and Smith, 2000). Otherwise,
little is known about the molecular features that distinguish
short-lived from long-lived PCs (Radbruch et al., 2006). PC
survival may be a function of cell-intrinsic properties as well as
the environmental milieu in which the cells lodge. The majority
of long-lived PCs are thought to reside in specialized niches
within the BM, and some key guidance cues have been identified
that promote PC exit from lymphoid organs and entry into the
BM (Kabashima et al., 2006; Radbruch et al., 2006; Tangye,
2011). IgE+ PCs have been reported to express reduced
amounts of the chemokine receptor CXCR4 and exhibit dimin-
ished responsiveness to its ligand, CXCL12, which is abundant
in BM (Achatz-Straussberger et al., 2008). Though we cannot
exclude that long-lived IgE+ PCs may localize to other peripheral
tissue sites, we have not observed any substantial accumulation
of IgE+ PCs in other organs in our studies of Verigem mice
(data not shown). In N. brasiliensis-infected mice, a very small
number of IgE+ PCs could be detected in BM and lung (data
not shown), but these cells did not accumulate and the vast
majority of IgE+ PCs appeared transiently in draining LNs. We
therefore propose that a short lifespan of IgE PCswould normally
provide a mechanism of restraint to the IgE antibody response.
Supporting this idea, we found that the decline in the number
of IgE PCs in LNs over time correlated with a progressive
decrease in NP-specific serum IgE. In Em-Bcl2-22 transgenic
mice inwhich the lifespan of short-lived PCswas extended, there
was a 9.3-fold greater increase in the frequency of IgE+ PCs
compared to IgG1+ PCs from day 7 to 14, accompanied by
a 7.6-fold greater increase in NP-specific serum IgE compared
with IgG1 at day 14. We suspect that the predisposition of IgE+
B cells toward a short-lived PC fate may be disrupted in individ-
uals with IgE-mediated diseases, such as allergy. Interestingly,
in human patients with allergic rhinitis, several studies have
concluded that IgE+ PCs are localized within the nasal mucosa
andmay reside there for long periods of time (Gould et al., 2006).
The Verigem reporter mice and intracellular flow cytometry
procedure that were described and validated here are likely
to be useful tools for further studies of IgE-expressing B cells
in vivo. A unique advantage of the Verigem reporter mice is the
ability to visualize the IgE+ B cells in tissue sections as well as
in dynamic two-photon microscopy. In contrast, a unique
advantage of the flow cytometry procedure is that it can be
readily applied to any existing wild-type or genetically modified
mouse strains and may also be extended to other species.
Many questions about IgE+ B cells remain, and we anticipate
a rapid acquisition of knowledge about IgE biology in the years
to come, which is likely to be of great clinical significance.EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Mice and Chimeras
Mice were housed in specific-pathogen-free facilities and protocols were
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the UniversityImmunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 869
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In Vivo Detection, Kinetics, and Fate of IgE+ Cellsof California, San Francisco. The mouse strains used in this study and the
generation of Verigem IgE reporter mice are described in the Supplemental
Information. BM chimeras were generated by standard methods (for details,
see the Supplemental Information).
Immunizations
Mice were immunized subcutaneously with the antigens NP-KLH (estimated
conjugation ratio of 27-29; Biosearch Technologies) or KLH (Sigma-Aldrich)
in alum adjuvant (Alhydrogel; Accurate Chemical and Scientific). The antigens
were brought to a concentration of 1 mg/ml in PBS and then mixed with an
equal volume of alum adjuvant. In most experiments, 25 ml per site were
injected into both lower flanks and bilaterally proximal to the base of the tail,
generating an immune response in the draining inguinal LNs. In some
experiments, the mice were additionally injected in the upper flanks, above
the shoulders, and scruff of the neck to generate responses in the draining
axillary, brachial, and facial LNs. The maintenance of and infection with
N. brasiliensis was as described (Voehringer et al., 2004).
Flow Cytometry
Cell suspensions were prepared from LNs as described (Allen et al., 2004) or
from BM by crushing the bones with a mortar and pestle in media and then
filtering the samples on a 70 mmcell strainer. Cells were stainedwith antibodies
(Table S1) essentially as described (Allen et al., 2004), with additional details
provided in the Supplemental Information.
For specific staining of intracellular IgE, we first blocked cell surface IgE
by incubating the cells with a high concentration of purified rat anti-mouse
IgE antibody (Table S1). To identify and exclude nonviable cells before fixation,
the cell sample was then incubated in fixable viability dye eFluor 780
(eBioscience) diluted 1:800 in PBS for 15 min. We later found that this viability
dye staining (diluted 1:600) could be combined with surface antibody staining.
After washing, the cells were fixed and permeabilized in Cytofix/Cytoperm
solution (BD Biosciences). The cells were then washed and stained in 13
Perm/Wash solution (BDBiosciences) with a lowconcentration of a fluorescent
conjugate of rat anti-mouse IgE antibody (this must be the same clone as
the antibody used to block surface IgE; see Table S1). Total IgG1 or total NP
staining was performed simultaneously with the intracellular IgE staining. All
incubation steps were performed on ice for 20 min. Data were collected on
a BD LSRII and analyzed with FlowJo software version 7.6.4 or 9.3 (Tree Star).
Cell Sorting and VH186.2 Sequence Analysis
The sorting of single cells and PCR amplification and analysis of VH186.2
sequences were performed according to a previously described protocol
(Allen et al., 2007) with some modifications. Details, including primer
sequences, are provided in the Supplemental Information.
Immunohistochemistry
To preserve the intracellular localization of Venus, LNs were fixed in 4% wt/vol
paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) in PBS for 2 hr, washed
three times in PBS for at least 5 min, and then dehydrated with 30% sucrose
in PBS overnight (all stepswere on a tube rotator at 4C). LNswere then placed
in Tissue-Tek OCT compound (Sakura), snap frozen in a dry ice-ethanol bath,
and stored at 80C. Cryostat (7 mm) sections were prepared on a Leica
CM3050S and affixed to Superfrost Plus slides (Fisher Scientific), fixed in
cold acetone for 10 min, and then air-dried. Endogenous peroxidase activity
was blocked by immersing the slides in 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in PBS
with gentle agitation for 20 min at 20C–25C followed by two washes in
tris-buffered saline. Slides were then stained by two-color immunohistochem-
istry as described (Allen et al., 2004). Antibodies are listed in the Supplemental
Information. Images were acquired on AxioImager M1 microscope (Carl
Zeiss MicroImaging) outfitted with an AxioCam MRc camera and AxioVision
software.
ELISA Analysis of Serum Immunoglobulin
Details of the ELISA procedure are provided in the Supplemental Information.
In brief, NP-specific serum immunoglobulin was detected by incubating serial
dilutions of serum on plates coated with NP conjugated to bovine serum
albumin (NP(25)-BSA, Biosearch Technologies), followed by incubation with
biotinylated antibodies to IgE or IgG1 and detection with streptavidin-horse-870 Immunity 36, 857–872, May 25, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.radish peroxidase (ZyMed) and TMB One Component Microwell Substrate
(Southern Biotechnology Associates) and read at 650 nm. Standard curves
were generated from diluted serum from immunized mice and assigned
arbitrary units.
In Vitro B Cell Activation
B cells were purified from spleens by CD43 and CD11c negative selection as
described (Sullivan et al., 2011). Blood cells were collected and prepared as
described (Sullivan et al., 2011). For induction of antibody class-switch recom-
bination in vitro, purified splenic B cells or blood cells (5 3 105 cells/ml) were
cultured in RPMI media containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 13
penicillin-streptomycin-glutamine (Invitrogen), 50 mM b-mercaptoethanol
(Fisher Scientific), 10 mM HEPES (Invitrogen), 1.1–3.3 mg/ml rat anti-mouse
CD40 antibody (FGK-45, UCSF monoclonal antibody core), and 25 ng/ml
recombinant mouse IL-4 (R&D Systems) in 96-well Microtest U-bottom plates
(BD Falcon) with a volume of 200 ml per well. Cells were cultured for 4–5 days
in a humidified incubator at 37C in 5% CO2. In some experiments, the cells
were labeled with the CellTrace Violet proliferation dye (Invitrogen) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions prior to in vitro stimulation.
Two-Photon Microscopy
Immune complexes of phycoerythrin were generated as described (Allen et al.,
2007). Naive B cells from b-actin-cyan fluorescent protein mice were purified
by CD43 and CD11c negative selection (Sullivan et al., 2011) and then adop-
tively transferred by intravenous injection into the retro-orbital plexus of
anesthetized mice 1 day before imaging. LNs were prepared and imaged by
two-photon microscopy as described (Sullivan et al., 2011) on an upright
LSM 7 MP laser-scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging). Acquisition
and analysis details are provided in the Supplemental Information.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
six figures, one table, and two movies and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.immuni.2012.02.009.
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